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THE PURPOSE OF THE UNION 

As I reviewed the Texas Christian Union plans i n the conference at 

Madison Dec. 15- 16, the thing I missed most was adequate provisions for typi-

cal student recreational and cultural activities . There appear to be ample 

(in some cases, more than ample) provisions for dining, meeting, party, and 

office purposes , but there are few facilities which encourage cultural in-

terests and the constructive use of leisure, few rooms with working equipment 

which will stimulate active recreation and "doing things together." 

It is now commonly accepted that the planning of a union is not just 

the planning of a certain kind of physical structure . The planning of a union, 

in the best sense , means arriving at a Yrell- considered plan for the social and 

cultural life of the universityo 

The days when the union was merely "a place to meet" and a place to 

eat are long since gone o The union is now a community center of the first 

order . It is a reading room, exhibition gallery, workshop, music hall, small 

theater, game room, dance center, public relations agency, office building, 
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ticket bureau, and convention headquarters , post office, and store o 

It is a laboratory of student management and self- expression; caterer 

to the campus at large , housing the bulk of its meetings and serving its 

dinners; advisor to student committees; trouble- shooter in certain problems 

of student personnel; teacher of the arts of leisure and recreation . It con

cerns itself with the whole area of student life and interests outside the 

classroom, exploring all the possibilities of making study and play cooperative 

factors in education . 

Above all , it is a priceless tool for shaping community solidarity and 

the individual student ' s sense of social responsibility, ~ a natural laboratory 

where all who will may have a part in the direction of connnunity enterprise , the 

kind of social and ser:Vice institution where it can immediately be apparent that 

the ideals of democracy are practiced and that they work • . The union, as much as 

any university institution, has a part in the present educational job of sur

passing necessity -- the job of enlisting every student possible in a personal 

concern for the general welfare . Increasingly the center line objective of the 

union is this one of training of students for leadership in a democracy -~ by 

providing the maximum means and tools for practicing leadership of their common 

life together on the campus . 

The union, fundamentally, is just another name for the people of the 

university at leisure o hatever interests them, whatever is important to them 

outside their working time becomes interesting and important also at the center 

of their campus l i fe v'VB call the union o 
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If a uriion is to respond effectively to the wide range of needs and 

interests of a university popul ation at leisure , if it is to become genuinely 

a community center -- the social and cultural heart of the campus -- it will 

draw together in one place those facilities and activities which will give 

everyone in the university family - - students , faculty, alumni (not just stu

dents)-- a reason for coming to the centero 

It will provide first for the things that human beings do in their 

more elemental daily activity: places and means for meeting friends , for 

conversation, for lounging and smoking, f or reading the newspapers , for 

dining and refreshment . For young people especially, it provides for dating 

and dancing , and for active games . It will provide rooms and equipment that 

will incite act ivity and encourage the congeniality and friendships that come 

from working together on common projects o And finally it will offer facilities 

that will introduce students to the enduring satisfactions of the arts , of 

books , of hobbies, and generally the creative use of leisure . 

Provisions for personal and social needs will heavily populate the 

union . The presence and the message of the art s will add grace and purpose 

to social activity . Coming to the union for one activity, students ~~11 be 

exposed to , and perhaps inspired by, another activity . Cultural interests, 

community activity, and daily living thus may blend into truly an art of 

living, one and indivisible o 

From this it follows that the known unmet social and cultural needs of 

the university population should be arranged for , wherever possible , in a new 
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community center . Furt her, that the university should provide there the means 

of cultivatinp, new, worthy interests that may not at the moment be in demand 

locally but which, upon trial, have had strong appeal to other young people 

and which have inherent recreational or cultural value o 

It follows , also, that some realignment of existing campus facilities 

may be necessary so that there will not be missing at the union an element 

essential to its functioning as a true center of campus life or a f acility 

important as a matter of sheer convenience to the student-faculty body. The 

university "Will be richly repaid if with the creation of the union the overall 

design for campus living is made right , even though it involves some readjust

ment and shifts of existing facilities o 
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DESIF.ABLE FACILITIES TO CONSIDER 

Among the facilities which have proved to have universal appeal t o 

students in a union and vlhich enrich and s trengthen the r ecreational pr ogr am 

of a university - - and which appear to be larbely missing in the present 

Texas Christian plan -- are the following: 

l. Lobby-Lounge 

A typical necessity at the main building entr ance .in handling the dis-

tribution of incoming traffic and in providing a convenient place to meet \.__/ 

f r iends and assemble in groups before going to meeting or dining rooms o Usuall y 

rated among the top t hree needs by students in campus-wide surveys at other 

institutions . (A lounge as always most valuable on the main floor immediately 

adjacent to the entrance lobby. On the upper floor a lounge is much less used, 

and typically invites many control and supervision problems ). 

Large, enclosed lounges are normally little used, except under pressure 

to find a place to study or on special occasions . Students are rarely in-
, 

terested in just a place to sit down . It is much more desirable to develop 

rooms vdth well-defined functions beyond just lounging or conversation o 

Provide in Lounge : radio , writing tables, home newspaper rack, magazine 

rack. 

Provide in Lobby: lighted bulletin boards and building directory; 

3-4 open-shelf type phones (will . cut down unnecessary length of calls, eliminate 

wall doodling) for local and long distance callso 
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Develop unbroken wall spaces for small, changing art exhibitions; pro

vide suitable wall l i ghting. 

Uses: 

Place to meet f riends or to assemble in groups before going to meeting 

rooms or dining rooms o 

IDunge area serves as expansion of lobby for circulation purposes at 

peak periods when large numbers arrive for dances, lectures, or dinners o 

Informal discussion . 

Newspaper and magazine reading; radio listening. 

Place for commuting students to headquarter between classes o 

Viewing of paintings and prints o 

Provision for even modest art exhibition facilities seems to have 

special significance in a union . A sound case can be made for introducing 

college students to art through a direct personal experience, as well as to 

music, literature, and drama . The union , or social center, has been found to 

be a very favorable place to accomplish such introduction because art displays 

receive far more attention from students as they throng the union than when 

placed in a special,and often isolated, classroom eallery. In the union art 

becomes a natural part of the day ' s experience . 

2 . Music Listening Room 

Usually a very high ranking f acility in every student needs survey. 

A listening room for classical and popular records is a decided success 

in every union where provided . Helps to encourage interest in good nmsic as 
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recreation . Lends itself well to student need for quiet relaxation of short 

duration . 

There are important advantages in having listening rooms at the union 

where they are r eadily accessible to s tudents not only during the day time 

but during the evenings and on weekends - - and where there is continuous aid 

and supervision from the union staff o Listening r ooms isol ated in other 

classroom buildings do not ordinarily attract the use that they deserve from 

the lay student . 

3. Television Lounge 

Very popular with students wherever reception is possible o I would 

think a "must" in Texas Christian 1 s case , where reception is reported to be 

excellent . If students don ' t find TV at the union , they seek it elsewhere . 

Best when TV is in a separate room, where other room uses do not con

flict with good listening and viewing . Interior space ~cceptable since darkened 

space is appropriate for television . Most unions are locating TV rooms near 

the Snack Bar, where students can drop in and out on an infor mal basis o 

4. Browsing Library 

With one of the primary functions of a uni versity being to introduce 

students to good books , it can be argued that the more opportunity presented 

to students to find books readily, the better . Bringing books to the place 

where students are , as in the soc·ial center , is l i kely t o result in more r ead

ing than expecting students to seek them out in special trips to the libraryo 

Reading thus becomes a natural and convenient occupat ion in odd half hours 
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and hours after meals and be tween classes . The vfisconsin Union reading room 

is always overflowing , though just across the street is the university library 

of 800, 000 volumes . 

Where space is limited and students can be depended upon to treat 

books with respect (no thefts) , books are sometimes placed in main lounge 

shelves . 

!) . Piano Room 

On most campuses many lay students ask continuously for a piano which 

t ey can play to amuse themselves; many music students, or others preparing 

for a :rrru.sic performance , like to do additional practicing at times when pianos 

in the music department may not be available (evenings, weekends , holidays) a 

If a piano in a special room is not made available , students will con

stantly tamper with pianos in the Social Hall, and create unwelcome noise and 

annoyance for other students . 

It would be desirable to anticipate this need; but if there are limita

tions imposed by the size of the project, this need may have to be accommodated 

by placing a piano in one of the Meeting Rooms (a piano will be needed in any 

case for certain meetings) and then checking out a key for the room to piano

minded students when the room is not needed for meeting pur poses . 

6. Poster and Workshop 

Envisioned here is a knock- about room where students can build and 

paint their own party decorations, plan floats , make programs , letter posters, 

make Christmas decorations , mat photogr aphs , try their hand at sketching, clay 
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modelling, leather work, block printing , silk screening, etc .. 

It calls for locked storage cabinets, simple tools , and work benches o 

Such a room will add immeasurably to the fun of doing things together 

and doing them yourself a A valuable adjunct to the working operations of stu-

dent organizations to be headquartered in the union o 

This facility has been found so valuable in other unions that I would 
It_, 

recommend establishing ~ shop - - on the student offices floor , where it can 

-
also serve as a general workroom on occasion, though it has sometimes been 

located in interior basement space a 

7. Darkrooms 

This facility is popular and successful elsewhere in a union and ful-

fills a special need of individual students , who cannot provide themselves 

with the necessary space and equipment in their temporary college residences , 

and of publications which take their own pictures . All students , of course , 

are not interested in photography, but the number who are is sufficient to 

justify space for this rewarding hobby, and often art istic activity. Space 

provision need not be large (about 250 sq .ft o) o 

Since darkrooms may be provided anyway for publications, it will re-

quire very little more space to make provision f or camera hobbyists , and I 

would so recommend . I think it will be found that , once provided, developing 

and enlarging equipment will prove quite useful to a substantial number of 

students .. 

Place rooms in interior floor location since outside light obviously 
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is an interference . 

Would relate to Workshop, 'vhere picture matting can take place o 

8. Small Theater 

Again, a very high ranking facility in student surveys, especially 

where the possibilities of motion pictures is mentionedo 

The union in its own social and cultural programming will need this 

kind of a room for union purposes in addition to whatever larger auditorium 

and theater facilities may be provided and aside from the req.iirements of 

conference , music , or drama groups . 

It will be a great relief to the union and clientele to haEe a large, 

go0d room that i s always set up and ready for an audience without the costly 

job of setting folding chairs (as in a ballroom) . There are other prized 

advantages of comfortable, theater-type seats , sloping floor for better visi

bility, raised platform for piano , speakers stand, and movie screen, etc., 

which make a 1)0- 200 seat theater- type room one of the most useful and most 

s ought- after rooms in a union . A similar room at Wisconsin was used 560 times 

last year . At Wisconsin the Union ' s feature film program on weekends clears 

approximately $6000 annually . 

It is the kind of a room that is almost indispensable for a good con

ference and institute program -- so that a conference group can meet in the 

theater and adjourn promptly to the Ballroom for a dinner without waiting for 

chair re-setting, etc . 
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Such a room will serve the following purposes much better than the 

Ballroom or any meeting room with flat floor and folding chairs: 

9. Table Tennis 

Larger meetings 
Lectures 
Movies 
Lantern lectures 
Cmamber music 
Concert record hours 
Special radio br oadcasts (listening) 
Radio broadcasts (studio audience) 
Skits 
Rehearsals 
Forums 
Institutes, convention sessions 
Small chapel services , weddings 

Usually the highest ranking of all game facilities in student surveys, 

and almost always among the first ten of 45 typical union facilities in the 

student ratings .. 

The universal interest in the game and the ease and inexpensiveness of 

playing it are such that a union of almost any size can keep four tables busyo 

Game which men and women like to pla~ together . Financial asset when a small 

charge is made .. 

Table Tennis works best in a room exclusively for this purpose .. Does 

not mix too well with other games because of flying balls and noise . 

Table Tennis and billiards do not require outside lighting; in fact , 

artificial overhead light is preferred so that window light does not get in 

players ' eyes . Therefore the game room is best placed in the basement or other 

interior space . 
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Maintain minimum of 7 ft . back court (preferably 8 ft . ) at eit her 

en~ of table and 5 ft . between tables o Tables are 51 x 9 1 • 

long rectangular room, free of colwnns , most efficient shape 0 

Important to relate game units closely to the Snack Bar . They will 

help each other financially. 

10 .. Billi ards 

Billiar ds usually f ollows Table Tennis closely in student rat ings of 

needs , especially in the case of men . 

A good revenue producer (each table ordinarily nets $500 per year) and 

usually very popular with college students . Intercollegiate billiard competition, 

instruction, and exhibitions a.re sponsored by the Association of College Unions . 

Maintain 5~ ft . clearance between edge of table and any wall or column . 

Maintain 3-5 ft . clearance between tables (4 ' is optimum) . Tables are typically 

5'311 x 91511 including rails . 
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SUGGESTED ADJUSTMENTS TO GAIN SUCH 

FACILITIES AS THE ABOVE . 
I realize that all of the above facilities may not be possi ble within 

the scope of the present building program, but a number of them may be gained 

through adjustments in the building plan, which shows certain facilities overly 

large (Cafeteria and Ball.room) and includes others where the use is not yet 

definite or the need not clear (i . e ., Student Congress Room, Study Lounge ) 

, __ and at the same time effect improvements in the Cafeteria and Ballroom arrange-

ments . 

The two major, and basic , things about the plan which impressed me as 

disadvantageous in the Madison conference were the unusually large size of the 

Cafeteria and the size -- and location -- of the Ballroom. 

) Cafeteria 

As I recall, the Cafeteria seating space is prese.ntly shown at about 

8800 sq .ft . -- this size dictated by the desire to seat all resident students 

(650-700) at one time for a waiter service meal together once a week . 

As a member of the residence hall policy committee which planned our 

dormitories at Wisconsin, I appreciate the social and morale values of having 

students dine together, family style , in the manner of the college commons of earlier 

years, and fully agree they are important values . We planned our dormitory 

dining hall that way and we also built a large commons, or waiter service 

boarding hall, in our Union (seating 300) to care for students not housed ~n 

dormitories . But in both cases we have had to change to self-service -- for 
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compelling reasons of operating economy and the strong desires of students o 

The general trend almost everywhere in recent years has been toward self 

service, brought about by the following factors: • 

1 . Meals can be provided at considerably l ower cost to stu

dents and less operating expense to the universityo 

2 . Students want self- service because serving hours are more 

flexible , greater choice is offered, and it takes a shorter 

time to be servedo 

In the case of the Texas Christian proposal of serving family style 

once a week, additional important considerations are introduced : 

1 . The university makes a very heavy investment in space and 

equipment which is used only once a Y1Bek, and which can be 

used for hardly any other purpose at other times o 

2 . It will be very difficult to assemble and train a waiter 

staff for service only once a week o Students are very 

reluctant to take as signments of this kind, since it pre

vents them from taking regular daily jobs o 

3. Special additional kitchen equipment and kitchen servicing 

space will need to be provided to handle 700 meals at one 

sitting . And it is very difficult to schedule a proper 

kitchen staff for a heavy load on one night and lighter 

loads at other times o 

4. Other regular cafeteria customers would be displaced on 
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the night of the special dinner, which they wouldn •t like 

and which is usually considered poor restaurant policyo 

So A dinner for 700 may well prove too large to accomplish 

the social and morale values hoped for . The common ex

perience with dinners this size is that it is difficult to 

develop a common feeling or to promote acquaintanceship . 

Most university dining hall directors consider 150 - 250 

the desirable ans maximum) number for purposes of further

ing social unity and setting standards in manners . 

6. And, of course , the large seating space prevents the in

clusion of a number of facilities (previously mentioned ) 

that are very important to the success of a union and the 

adequate development of the Bookstore (which needs more 

storage) and the Snack Bar . The Snack Bar, as now shown, 

is undersize and under- equipped (no connection with the 

kitchen, no hot sandwich and short order service) for an 

institution of Texas Christian ' s sizeo The Snack Bar 

(short order and soda fountain service) is likely to be 

the social heart of the building and of the campus . More 

important as a casual drop- in and lounging center to stu

dents than a regulation lounge . It also provides the kind 

of food and drink service , and atmosphere , that commuters , 

card players, dance~s, daters , and faculty want . 
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The impor tance of a snack bar center is indicated by 

the fact that it is almost always first or second in a 

needs survey, and scarcely a union has been planned or 

is being planned without a large one . An adequate snack 

bar is the outstanding first requisite of a successful 

student center , and especially where theee is a large 

commuter population . 

All of the above leads me to suggest serious re-consideration of the 

size of the cafeteria . If it wer e established on a regular self~service basis 

for Texas Christian students , half or more of the seating area, or more than 

4000 sq . ft ., could be devoted to other important purposes (since a customer 

turnover of 2 to 2! times the seating capacity can be accomplished in one me'al 

period on a self- service basis) . 

This is not to say many, and possibly most, of the desired social values 

cannot be accomplished . By use of a movable dividing partition, a seati ng area 

for 100- 1)0 (whatever the typical dormitory unit is) could be provided for even

ing family style dinners for house units in rotation . This would make possible 

private house dinners , exchange dinners with other units , the entertainment of 

speakers and guests , etc ., on a nightly basis without displacing other patrons 

and without the numerous disadvantages mentioned above o 

If the 100- 1)0 private seating area at times is not sufficient, there 

is always the large banquet area of the ballroom for special occasions~ Large 

dinners of the kind envisioned are one of the important uses:, and reasons for 
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having, a Ballroom. 

In the end the university could, I think, accomplish as much, and 

possibly more , in social education, in providing greater variety of programming , 
.:,.._ /JI~ 

and assuredly stronger house units under this approach , and at the same time 
/\ 

make great gains in adding other useful recreational facilities for the campus o 

Ballroom 

Regarding size: 

Since a large Ballroom and Banquet Hall , at best, is used only a re!a-

tively few hours each -week , it is usually considered the part of wisdom to hold 

the investment and space allocation down to the size of the most frequently re-

curring functions and then provide auxiliary spaces which can flexibly be added 

to the main unit to increase its size for the fewer, but necessary, large occa-

sions . 

For a university of Texas Christian ' s size , a main ballroom of 4000-

4800 sq . ft . has been found ample for most purposes . By planning adjacent to 

it a large private dining and meeting room of about 1200 sq .ft . -- a room that 

is needed in any case and which serves valuably as a separate Junior Ballroom 

for small parties - - there would be )200- 6000 sq. ft . for the few larger dance 

occasions . At 12 sq . ft . per couple , this expanded hall would accommodate 430 

)00 couples .. 

The allowance of 12 sq .ft . per couple may seem small. It should be re-

membered that when nearby lounge, lobbies, and refreshment rooms are provided, 

not more than 70 - 80% of the couples present are dancing at one time . Hence the 
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12 sq .ft • . allowance rather than the conventional 15 sq .ft . or more . Also , 

most students like the feeling of a "full" hall . A dance wheee there is too 

much empty space , no matter h ow many people are present, is a flo~, psycholo

gically .. 

The presence of the new large Snack Bar, easily accessible from the 

Ballroom, and the adjacent Ballroom Lobby for lounging and sitting out, may be 

expected, experience shows , to attract away from the Ballroom fully as many as 

the 30% of the attendance indicated above and possibl y more -- certai nly more 

than wouJ_d be noted in the dance experience of a hall that has not had these 

auxiliaries. (At ' fisconsin we regularly have 450 couples though the ballroom 

is only 5000 sq .ft . We have had as many as 700 couples -- crowded but the dance 

considered successful . At Junior Prom we have used three rooms for dancing with 

a combined area of 11, 800 sq .ft. and accommodated 1500 couples , or 8 sq .ft . per 

couple, without objectionable crowding or congestion -- simply because whole 

sections of the building, including meeting rooms for box lounges , are considered 

part of the Prom setup and couples are moving freely about the building, some

thing Texas Christian with its new building might also consider for its largest 

dances , using the large cafeteria as a second dance floor) . 

Students almost always far over-estimate the size needed for a Ballroom. 

They are accustomed to using the gym or a large hotel ballroom, and they typi

cally have had only a few large dances a year , which everyone goes to . When a 

new union arrives on a campus , with attractive dance facilities and, for the 

first time , the opportunity to have good dances every weekend, very frequently 

after the first flush of interest during the first year -- the attendance at the 
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formerly "big" dances drops down. In other words , as more and regular dance 

opportunities become available the attendance tends to spread over the year 

and to decrease for any given dance . Everyone does not rush for the few dances 

available as before, because they are no longer few in number . Only the tradi

tionally strongest and biggest social events of the year -- 2 or 3 -- continue 

to have their formerly large attendances . One or two of these may even in

crease in attendanceo But, as mentioned above, it is not feasible to construct 

.and support a dance hall of a size sufficiently large for only two or three 

major events a year. It is much more practicafule to devote the entire Union t0 

such major events o 

As to location: 

The best planning practice, almost universally adopted in unions, calls 

for the Ballroom as a wing of the first floor or a unit on the second floor . 

The third floor iocation shown in the Texas Christ ian plans has the 

follmri.ng disadvantages : 

1 . Large crowds -- for dancing, dining, lectures, meetings 

mo:ve back and forth between the Lobby and the Ballroom, 

usually all at once. It is impossible to move such crowds 

by elevator, and two flights of stairs are a real incon

venience (sometimes impossible for older people)o On the 

other hand, offices and committee rooms can well be on the 

third floor because the traffic is light and can move readil1 

by elevator., 
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2 . A large reception and circulation area is needed at the 

entry of the Ballroom, where the large incoming crowd 

can gather (ticket lines , waiting for banquet doors to 

open, and the general congestion that always occurs when 

people stop to talk)o This circulation area is completely 

missing in the present plan, which by itself would make 

the present third floor arrangement urrworkable o 

3. The e:xisting lounge of the administration building is on 

the ~Tong side of the Ballroom. It would be useful at 

dance intermissions and as a sit- out space; but it does 

not help the circulation problem and it could not be used 

most of the week when dinner or dance preparations were 

in process in the Ballroom or when an event was taking 

place (i .e ., a banquet or lecture) , whereas it could be 

used constantly if on the entry side of the Ballroomo 

The existing lounge will have such limited utility as 

part of the union that it should not be considered a con-

trolling factor in the location of the Ballroom. 

4. Stairs 7 or 8 feet wide are required for a 6000 sq .ft o 

public assembly room (presently 5 ft .). It is more ex-

pensive and a waste of space to carry wider stairs through 

two floors instead of one o 
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5. On the third floor the Ballroom reqiires a third ser

vicing kitchen and staff supervisor (very expensive in 

space and wages) whereas on the second floor it can be 

served out of the same kitchen and under the same super

visor that must be provided on the second floor f or the 

private dining rooms in any case o 

6. On the second floor , pri vate dining and meeting rooms can 

serve as expansion of the Ballroom dancing and dining area, 

sit-out lounges, reception rooms , etc . The Ballroom is 

logically related to such mult iple- purpose rooms o 

7. On the second floor the Ballroom can make use of the wash

rooms which must be provided on this floor in any event, 

again saving space . The washrooms and powder space now 

shovm on the third floor are much too smallo 

8. On the second floor, the Ballroom integrates much more 

conveniently with Snack Bar (in high demand by dancers), 

checkcoom, and telephoneso 

9o The second floor is safer for large public assemblyQ 

Again, by relocating and re-arranging the Ballroom elements in accord 

with the above principles I believe substantial area could be gained for some 

of the recreational facilities mentioned in the first part of this reporto I 

would strongly recorrunend such reconside~ation o 
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STAFF REQUIREMENTS 

It was suggested that I outline some of the considerations in staffing 

the Union . 

Qualifications 

A union building, however well planned, does not by itself create 

campus unity, or provide a rewarding social experience for students , or intro

duce them to new cultural and recreational interests . It just makes these things 

possible o What actually happens depends directly on the quality of the leader

ship of the key staff members o 

If a Union is going to do for students what it can do and what it ought 

to do , the staff members must themselves have an educational point of view, be 

devoted to the idea of making out-of-class activity work for the personal de

velopment of students, and be sel.ected, therefore, according to the college ' s 

educational standards o 

Most colleges have given up the idea that any agreeable , unoccupied 

alumnus would make a good union director . But only a few years ago it was al

most axiomatic that a Union staff member~ had to be an alumnus -- this at the 

same colleges which would not think of limiting their choices of football coaches , 

history professors, or comptrollers to its . own graduateso I would not for a 

moment exclude local alumni from union positions , being a graduate of the insti

tution where I work, but I suggest that it is a healthier situation for both the 

college and for the union field as a profession if the qualifi cations of the 

candidate to do what needs doing are held paramount when appointment time cornes o 
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Important as it is to select union staff members for their special 

abilities to direct particular activitiesJ it is of even greater importance 

to take account of their general qualifications . Training or e.)...'J)erience may 

be too specialized, with the result that workers cannot adapt themselves to 

rapidly changing situations . In the field of informal education , attitudesJ 

interests, and potential cap~bilities are of even greater importance than techni

cal skill in directing a given activity. 

The greater the responsibility of the union staff member, the greater 

the emphasis should be on qualifications . But no key worker should be accepted 

for the l east responsible position where dealing with people is t he prime con

cern without careful consideration of his broad cultural background and poten

tialities for growth and development - - the kind of person he is o 

All members of the union staff should have a conception of the com

munity center ' s place and purpose in the college educational scheme , a sympathetic 

comprehension of the recreation needs of studentsJ and an interest in making a 

student ' s experience within the union of educative and self- development value o 

The Director 

Duties: Chief officer in charge of the total activity of the union and 

of its personnel. Coordinates and interprets all staff, student, and college 

effort -- both educational and business -- to realize the union ' s objectives of 

social education . Largely determines the union ' s goals and standards of per

formance through selection of personnel, guidance given to student committees, 

and personal example• 
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Special Qualifications : A well- developed talent for leadership of 

college students; thorough knowledge of the philosophy of informal education, 

and the processes by which leadership skills are developed; understanding of 

the social and recreation needs of the college community and an imaginative 

conception of the possibilities of the several activities which make up the 

campus recreation program; personal skill and interest in two o~ mo~e recrea

tion activities; ability to stinmlate student intereat and to enlist the best 

efforts of staff and employees; organizing and executive ability; thorough 

familiarity with institutional business and management practice o 

Experience: Previous experience in an executive position in a union 

or closely related field , e . e ., assistant director of a union, d~rector or 

assistant director of a community center , school recreation program, dormitory, 

college personnel or guidance work, etc ., combined, if possible , with business 

management experience . Experience as a school executive , private agency recrea

tion director, personnel director, business executive , college fund- raiser, 

alumni secretary, or teacher are all valuable o Personal leadership of a college 

activity or recreation program as an undergraduate , e . g ., union board; self

goverrunent board; special interest club; publication; music , drama, forensic, 

sports , or social 9rogram . 

Education : Graduation from four-year college course , and a higher 

degree (or equivalent training through demonstrated effective performance as a 

union or community center director) . Specialized college training in group 

leadership , community organization , recreation administration, education methods 

and administration, pessonnel work, business administration, and especially 
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those courses leading to a recreation major or minor as of fered in some colleges 

are most pertinent . Training in music , art , dramatics , writing , and public 

speaking valuable . Not the subjects studied but rather the attitudes , interests , 

and capabilities developed by the applicant in the course of his studies should 

be given the greatest weight o Effective participation in extra-curricular 

activities viill contr ibute importantly to preparation. 

Number of Positions 

Regarding numbers of key staff members or supervisors , thehe is no 

standard formula , nor is the number necessarily conditioned by the size of the 

building plant or student body, especially in the case of the program and edu

cational staff . Rather , the size of the staff should be determined by the 

needs of students and the purposes which the college expects the union to ful

fill . 

At present the number of full time department heads and directors of 

special activities varies among unions from three to as many as eighteen 

(tvrelve of this particular nurnber being educational staff members with faculty 

rank) . 

A clue to the relative sufficiency of the union administrative and 

counselling staff at a given college will be given by a review of the nwnber of 

staff members appointed to care for the physical recreation and sports program 

of a student body in comparison to the number appointed at the union to care 

for the social- cultural r ecreation program of the same student body. 
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One important practical consideration often overlooked by college ad

ministrations in staffing a union is that union buildings normally operate 

seven days a week, including holidays , from early morning to late evening - 

in other words , two eight-hour work days each day of the week . The recµire 

ments for staff supervision during a sixteen-hour day and a seven-day week 

should inevitably lead to an increase in the number of supervisory positions 

in a union over those provided for the normal eight-hour, five - day operation of 

other college departments . Otherwise injury will either be done to the program 

or to the staff members who are given supervisory responsibility during these 

long hours . 

One of the great weaknesses in union staff organizations in the past 

has been due to the failure of the administration to recognize that when the 

usual five o ' clock office closing time comes on the campus another full work 

day is just beginning at the union, with the heaviest administrative load often 

falling in the evening and on Saturdays and Sundays o 

It should be emphasized that there are - - ~s in the conduct of the 

college as a Tuhole -- two staff funct i ons to be performed in every union, large 

or small, each paralleling and supplementing the other and both under one direc

ting and coordinating head: (1) the educational function which includes the 

direction of a recreation program for the campus and the counselling (even or

ganized ins t ruction) of students in social and recreational fields; and (2) the 

business and administrative function of operating the building plant and its 

varied services . 
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Where these dual responsibilities are assumed in large measure by 

the same person it is often at the expense of one function or the other ; ~ 

~ most unions have need for two types of personnel , each especially quali-

f ied and free, under the coordinating direction of the union Director, to con-

centrate their efforts in either the educational or the management fields re-

spectively. 

One of the things_ t,hat has seemed to limit automatically the number of 
~ td4 

union staff members has been the original provision of office space in the 

" building plans . For the size and kind union contemplated at Texas Christian, 

~: 
the following office spaces are ordinarily p.P@Vi~oa: 

Director 

Assistant Director ot 
Business Manager 

Social Director 

Food Service Director 

Reception and Clerical 

Business Of fice 

Mimeograph Rm . & Supplies 

Maintenance Foreman or 
Supervisor 

150 sq .ft .. 

120 

120 

120 

300 

300 

80 

120 

The thinking of many union dir ectors now is that their administrative 

offices are best located on the second floor or on a mezzanine level above the 

main :floor , removed from the distractions and commotion of the main traffic 
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floor and conserving the high premium central space of the building for public 

use .. 

Early Appointment of Director 

Once the go- sign is given for a union project it is virtually a full

tiriie j ob for someone to keep the planning wheels turning, work with the archi

tect and consultants , gather necessary detailed data, handle correspondence , 

develop financing plans , f ollow up the subscription campaigns and stimulate 

further money- giving generally, plan an operating organization and work out 

inter- relations with other age.ncies , arouse interest in the project, handle 

publicity, meet emergencies, lay pl"!Illgram plans , follow plan-ma.1¢-ng and con

struction progress and ans~~r questions bearing upon operating preferences , 

order equipment , and ultimately assemble an operating staff o 

These things cannot be done by a committee of busy students and volun

teer alumni and faculty with full time jobs. The most desirable course is to 

appoint as early as possible a part- time (later full- time) secretary of the 

Planning Committee (someone who may become the Union director) o 

There are many advantages in having a full time secretary and potential 

director earlyo He will become familiar with the building plans and know what 

is in the building and how each facility is intended to function bef-0re he has 

to start actual operations . He can become schooled in union philosophy and 

Texas Christian ' s special social needs and be a better director thereby. He can 

prepare students for the advent of the center and help them make their adjust

ments and expansions of activityo He can experiment with program ideas, using 
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existing facilities, and have the core of a going program ready to transplant 

in the new center . In short , he can vastly accelerate the whole process of 

bringing the new building and program into being . 

The universities which have appointed directors in advance, and many 

have , now wonder how they could have ever managed to get their unions built 

and operating without his effort . 
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